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1.)  [Your Name] feels...

 

It all starts here! What we feel on the inside directly correlates

to everything we have on the outside. Try writing about

feeling joy, compassion, patience, and, above all, love. 

 

2.)  [Your Name] is thankful for...

 

As I learned the hard way, it's difficult for the universe to

bless you more if you're not thankful for what you have now.

Instead of making a list of *things* you're thankful for, try

writing about moments or experiences where you felt loved

or happy, or were simply enjoying life.

 

3.) [Your Name] sees...

 

You can write about what you literally want to see (as in that

dream house you know is waiting for you, or that gorgeous

view from the new office you're about to snag) or you can

write about seeing opportunities or connections to ensure

they don't pass you by.

 

4.)  [Your Name] helps change...

 

The world is a better place with you in it! What causes are

you passionate about? What are you ready to jump into,

heart-first? 

 

 

QUICK AND EASY WAYS TO SET

YOUR STORY INTO MOTION
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5.)  [Your Name] loves...

 

The first person on your list should be yourself! Love yourself

to the moon and back, baby. And then think of other folks

you could love even more too.  

 

6.)  [Your Name] travels...

 

Adventure awaits! Where would you go and what would you

do if you could? Don't worry about *how* you'll get there, but

instead give yourself permission to have travel be part of your

story.

 

7.) [Your Name] is fulfilled...

 

Wondering what your purpose is? Write that you're fulfilled

and happy, and that you answer a resounding YES your

calling. Again, don't worry so much about the "how" but

rather start by writing that fulfillment is possible. 

 

8.)  [Your Name] masters...

 

What do you need to learn or know to achieve your dreams?

What knowledge are you craving? Write a story where you

get the tools and information you want and need. 
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9.)  [Your Name] decides to...

 

What is out there, just waiting for you to grab hold of it? What

decision is waiting for you? It's okay if you can't see the full

picture. Deciding to go for it is the first step! 

 

10.)  [Your Name] believes...

 

Can you believe that your story is possible? That the universe

is in your favor and rooting for you? That you can have the life

of your dreams? If you don't believe it YET, keep writing a

story where you get there. Your thoughts, words, and beliefs

will all work together to bring you the story you know in your

heart is possible.
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT

> Learn the five things you can do to start your story now

right here.

  

> Download the first chapter of the new Author Your Life 

book for free here.

  

> If you like the free chapter, order the complete Author

Your Life book. 

 

> Connect with the Author Your Life community on

Facebook. 

 

Whatever you do, keep writing! Every great story requires

more than one draft.  And here are more resources as you

continue putting pen to paper: 

https://www.authoryourlifenow.com/blog/2019/1/25/this-is-how-to-begin
https://www.authoryourlifenow.com/free-chapter
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07LH41WTC
https://www.facebook.com/authoryourlife/

